
We will now move on to study rating curves for  
natural channels
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Presentation Notes
We have introduced many of the concepts related to ratings using artificial controls. Now we will expand our discussion to include natural channels. The diagram shown here is a theoretical example of a natural channel showing how multiple controls can occur at a single site. Keep in mind  that all sites will not have as many controls as shown here. In the screens that follow we will show that even in natural the relation between stage and discharge can be represented by a series of straight-line segments when plotted on log scales.



The relation between stage and discharge in a natural 
channel can also be assumed to be a power function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should expect segments of ratings for natural channels to be straight lines on log-log paper because hydraulic head can be assumed to be related to discharge as a power function, just as it is when artificial controls are in place. This will be explained in the following screens. 



Here is the power function that is often used to relate 
discharge and head under section control

Q = a(GH-e)b

where:
a = coefficient
b = slope of the relation
(b is almost always greater than 2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the equation that can be  used to relate head to discharge when section control is in effect. Notice that it is a power function. Also notice that head is represented as gage height minus offset. 



Here is the equation that is often used to relate discharge 
and head under channel control

Manning’s equation:
Q = 1.486 A R 2/3 S 1/2

n   

Where:
A = cross section area
R = hydraulic radius (area/wetted perimeter)
S = energy slope
n = Manning’s “n” (roughness coefficient)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's look at the relation between head and discharge when the overall shape of the channel controls the relation. The primary equation used by the USGS to determine flow in open channels is the Manning equation. This equation is shown here. 



Manning equation can be reduced to a simple power 
function

Q = 1.486 A R 2/3 S 1/2

n   
Can be reduced to:

Q = C d1.67 = C (GH-e)1.67

Click here if you want to 
see how this is done.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even the Manning Equation can be reduced to a simple power function. This means that the relation between gage height  and discharge in an open channel under channel control will plot as a straight line once stage is converted to head, which, in this case, is represented by GH-offset. You can click on the link shown here if you’d like to see how this transformation is accomplished. 



Just to be sure we all know how to use exponents 
and how to compute basic hydraulic parameters 
we will go through a brief math primer

Q = 2.5 x 20 x 2 1.50 =

Weir equation: 
Q = CBH 3/2 

where
C = 2.5, 
B = Top width = 20 ft
H = Average depth of flow = 2 ft

141 ft3/s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to ask you to do some exercises related to the weir and Manning's equations. Let's first make sure everyone understands how to solve these equations.  In the weir equation average depth of flow is raised to the 3/2s or 1.5 power. A typical solution is shown here. We suggest you use a calculator to reproduce the discharge of 141 cfs before proceeding with the class. 



Math Primer (cont)

Manning equation:
Q = 1.486 AR 2/3 S 1/2

n
where:

n = roughness coefficient = 0.05
A = cross sectional area = 500 ft2
R = Hydraulic Radius (area / wetted perimeter) = 4.5 ft
S = Energy slope (assume to be same as water surface 

slope  = 0.002 ft/ft
Q = 1.486 x 500 x 4.5 .667 x 0.0021/2 =

0.05
1812 ft3/s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's break down the Manning equation.  Note the definition of hydraulic radius and note that it is raised to the 2/3s power. The energy  slope is raised to the 1/2 power. This is the same as taking the square root of the slope. Finally, a typical solution is shown here in case you have any questions about how such an equation is solved. 



Math Primer (cont).

Compute area for gh = 10 ft

Area for main channel =

0 ft

10 ft

5 ft

(10 x 100) – ((5 x 100)/2) = 750 ft2

Area for overflow = (5 x 100)  =                          500 ft2

TOTAL AREA =              1250 ft2

100 ft0 ft 200 ft

Sand bar

Overflow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we will go over terms used in the Manning equation to make sure you understand what they mean from a hydraulic sense. Area is just the area of the channel that is wet at a given stage. The wetted perimeter is just the length of the cross section that is wet at a give stage. The example shown here shows how area is computed. Note that some area of the cross section is excluded in the computation because it is occupied by a sand bar. Wetted perimeter and hydraulic radius are discussed on the next screen. 



Math Primer (cont.)

Compute WP, and R for gh = 12 ft

WP for main channel =

2 ft

12 ft

7 ft

10 + 100 + 5 =                     115 ft
WP for overflow = 100 + 5  =                            105 ft

TOTAL WP =                    220 ft

R = A / WP = (1000 + 500) / 220 = 6.82 ft

100 ft0 ft 200 ft

Overflow

Note: WP does not 
increase on  main 
channel left bank 
above gh of 5 ft. There 
is no boundary friction 
there. 

1000  ft2
500  ft2

Main Channel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This schematic diagram shows how wetted perimeter is computed. Note that hydraulic radius is area divided by wetted perimeter. This is a term you should commit to memory. It is used often in basic hydraulic computations. Also note that the wetted perimeter of the main channel does not increase on the left side of the channel above an elevation of 5 feet. This is because there is no real boundary there. 



Rating curve slopes can provide insights to control 
conditions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One additional concept that is often discussed related to compound ratings is the slope of the relation.  The slope of the relation, which for ratings is represented by run/rise,  may provide insights to the type of control that is in effect for a particular rating, or rating segment. For most natural channels it will be found that the slope of rating segments characterized by section control will be greater than 2.0 and that slopes of segments characterized by channel control will be less than 2.0. You will note that the length of the log scales have been distorted to fit on the screen. That is, cycles on the x axis are longer than cycles on the y axis. Such plots should NOT be used to measure slope. The next screen shows how slope should be measured. 
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Here is how to measure rating curve slopes

<2 (usually 1.3 to 1.8)

>2

1

1

Measure down one unit then  
measure horizontal distance to 
rating using same unit of 
measure slope.  Rating must
be straight line and scales 
cannot be distorted!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screen shows how to measure the slope of a rating. 
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San Francisquito Creek
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An example of a rating and controls

PZF = 0.07

G.H. = 5.4

G.H. = 6.25

Click here to see video of 
control at high flow (1.2 MB file)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of how multiple controls can combine to form a rating of a natural channel. You’ll note that the rating is controlled by an artificial control at lower stages. As the artificial control starts to drown out around a gage height of 5 feet the channel below the gage becomes the control. You can see that the artificial control still affects the water surface in the photos taken at a gage height of 5.4 and 6.25 feet but that the shape of the rating has started to change to reflect the influence of the channel control. You can view a short video showing the control at a stage of 6.25 feet by following the link shown here. 



Artificial controls can also have compound shapes

Artificial section control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, it should be pointed out that not all compound ratings are related to natural channels. The rating for this compound control will contain multiple segments. 



Multiple offsets can be used to straighten different parts 
of ratings

• Use of multiple offsets makes sense for many ratings

• GRSAT making working with multiple offsets  easy!

Offset = 3

Offset = 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So far we have only talked about using a single offset with a rating. There are times when you may want to use multiple offsets with a single rating. This makes sense when you think about it because there are good reasons to define both the upper and lower segments of ratings with straight lines. A well-defined lower segment of the rating will allow interpolation to take place between rating table input points with confidence. We often tend to focus on the lower ends of ratings, in terms of rating development, because we often have lots of discharge measurements available for these gage heights. It at least as important to straighten the upper ends of ratings because we typically need to extend this part of the rating to gage-heights above where we have discharge measurements. Such extensions can be done most reliably if the upper end of the rating is a straight line. Fortunately, GRSAT makes working with multiple offsets easy. The rating shown here was developed using two offsets. Although two offsets were used to develop the rating only the lower offset was used to produce this plot. The next screen shows how you can present both offsets on a single plot.  



You must smooth the transition between rating 
segments when multiple offsets are used!

Click on the photo below to view an 
animation of changing controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a good point to remind you that you must smooth the rating between rating segments. Rating should not have sharp “kinks” in them. If they do you can develop situations like the one shown here. In this “kinked” rating the rate at which discharge changes with gage height changes dramatically at a gage height of 6.40 feet. This will not happen in nature. In reality, the rate of change will change gradually as the weir drowns out and the channel gradually  becomes the control.  It is obvious that incorrect discharges will be predicted by this rating in the vicinity of the “kink”. You can see the channel under control of both the weir and channel by viewing the animation linked to this page. 



It is often necessary to extend ratings 
to stages above or below where 
measurements have been made

?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we try hard to define ratings with discharge measurements it is not always possible to make measurements throughout the full range in stage experienced at a stations. For this reason, we commonly need to extend ratings above or below stages where measurements have been made. This part of the class will go over concepts and tools that should be used to insure proper rating extension. 



Ratings can be extended to low stages by:

1. Using  arithmetic-scale graph and the PZF as 
a guide.

2. Using  knowledge of the control

3. Using  hydraulic equations

Point of zero flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is best to use rectangular-scaled graph paper when extending ratings to flows near zero. This is because the coordinates of zero flow cannot be plotted on log scales. The example shown here relies on a smooth curve that is extended to the point of zero flow. Here is another reason to regularly measure the PZF. Not only does it help decide on the correct scale offset, it also provides another point on the rating. The exact shape of the line can be guided by knowing the configuration of the low-water control and basic hydraulic relations. The lower ends of ratings are typically  better defined than the upper ends of ratings because there are usually more measurements available to help define the relation between stage and discharge. 



Ratings can be extended to high stages by: 

1. Plotting techniques
• Use straight line, knowledge of 

control.
2. Slope-conveyance
3. Step-backwater model
4. Areal comparison of peak runoff rates
5. Flood routing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the absence of direct or indirect measurements, high flow ratings are usually extended by one of five methods shown here.  Straight line extensions are the simplest and  most widely used technique to extend ratings. We will only be discussing this technique in detail in this class. You can follow the links shown here to learn more about the other, more advanced, extension techniques. 

http://pubs.usgs.gov/twri/twri3-a10/pdf/twri_3-A10_a.pdf
http://water.usgs.gov/pubs/twri/twri3-a15/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/wsp2175/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/wsp2175/


• Rule of Thumb -- Do NOT extend beyond twice 
the highest measured discharge (this may be a 
direct or indirect measurement)

Here is a rule of thumb to keep in mind when 
extending ratings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ratings are probably most commonly extended by drawing a straight line above the highest measured point. There are two important concepts you must keep in mind when using straight-line extensions.  First, don't extend the rating to more than twice the measured discharge. Extensions beyond this point become uncertain. Second, make sure the upper end of the rating is plotted using the most appropriate offset. Such offsets should help straighten the upper end of the rating. This, in turn, will allow you to extend the rating with confidence. Keep in mind, however, that you must stay within the range of stage controlled by the same feature or channel configuration. Extensions past the stage where the control changes will not be accurate. Imagine, for example, what would happen if you blindly extended a rating to a stage that lies above the top of the bank. The relation between stage and discharge will likely change significantly above the top of the bank resulting in major inaccuracies in any estimate of discharge.
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The wrong offset can increase uncertainty 
when extending ratings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The upper end of the rating shown on this screen is not straight--it is concaved upward. Extending this rating is a bit problematic because you must know exactly how the rating curves above the point where it has been defined with measurements. Slight changes in the curve can result in major difference in how the curve is extended. 
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Straight line
extension

You can be much more certain of how to 
extending the rating when the correct 
offset is used!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The same rating shown in the previous screen is shown here, only here it is plotted using an offset that straightens the upper end. Note that little uncertainty exists as to how this rating should be extended. 
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		SUMMARY OUTPUT

		Regression Statistics

		Multiple R		0.9891607635

		R Square		0.9784390161

		Adjusted R Square		0.9712520214

		Standard Error		18.6351772659

		Observations		5

		ANOVA

				df		SS		MS		F		Significance F

		Regression		1		47277.3905048077		47277.3905048077		136.1402177355		0.0013524603

		Residual		3		1041.8094951923		347.2698317308

		Total		4		48319.2

				Coefficients		Standard Error		t Stat		P-value		Lower 95%		Upper 95%		Lower 95.0%		Upper 95.0%

		Intercept		-51.9561298077		15.5628751981		-3.3384660062		0.0444381569		-101.484190944		-2.4280686714		-101.484190944		-2.4280686714

		Stage5		39.7295673077		3.4050274296		11.6679140267		0.0013524603		28.8932401792		50.5658944362		28.8932401792		50.5658944362





Sheet5

		SUMMARY OUTPUT

		Regression Statistics

		Multiple R		0.9925550079

		R Square		0.9851654436

		Adjusted R Square		0.9777481654

		Standard Error		0.0651554209

		Observations		4

		ANOVA

				df		SS		MS		F		Significance F

		Regression		1		0.563852762		0.563852762		132.8203444607		0.0074449921

		Residual		2		0.0084904578		0.0042452289

		Total		3		0.5723432198

				Coefficients		Standard Error		t Stat		P-value		Lower 95%		Upper 95%		Lower 95.0%		Upper 95.0%

		Intercept		-1.6760691046		0.3156807213		-5.3093806224		0.0336916379		-3.0343345675		-0.3178036418		-3.0343345675		-0.3178036418

		0.785329835		3.7375248756		0.3243036157		11.5247709071		0.0074449921		2.3421580667		5.1328916845		2.3421580667		5.1328916845
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Rating extensions must consider channel 
geometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Straight-line extensions generally require basic knowledge of channel geometry. Ideally, a channel cross section should be available at, or near, the controls of all gages. The diagram shown here illustrates the mistake that could be made if a rating was extended past stages where the channel is the control. Discharge for high stages would be dramatically under estimated if the rating had been extended ignoring the break in the channel geometry.



When to Draw a New Rating?

• When measurements indicate a significant, 
consistent, and permanent departure from the 
current rating, especially on the upper end.

• When the shape of the shift diagrams departs 
significantly from the shape of the rating.
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